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ABSTRACT

Learners with visual impairment (VI) depend on Braille as a medium of instruction and
communication. According to a report by the Ministry of Education, only 45 (30.6%) out of
147(100%) of learners with VI enrolled in upper primary classes in Kisumu and Siaya
counties could read and write English Braille grade II competently. Despite this discrepancy,
there was no documented explanation for this low percentage of learners 'with English Braille
grade IT competencies, particularly in Kisumu and Siaya Counties. The purpose of this study
was to establish challenges faced by learners with VI in reading and writing English Braille
grade II in selected special primary schools in the two counties. Objectives of the study were
to; Establish Learner based, examine environment based, determine teacher based and
examine Braille Code based challenges faced by learners with VI in acquiring and using
English Braille grade IT. The conceptual framework showed an interaction between
independent variables selected (challenges faced by learners with VI) and dependent
variables (reading and writing English Braille grade IT). Descriptive survey research design
was adopted. The target popuiation was 2 head teachers, 54 teachers, and 162 learners.
Saturated sampling technique was used to carry out the selection of 2 head teachers, 49
teachers and 147 learners. Data was collected by use of questionnaires and interview
schedules. Test re-test method was used to determine the reliability coefficient of instruments
at a score of 0.75. Face and content validity of the research instruments was ascertained by
experts from the department of Special Needs Education. Descriptive statistics such as
frequency counts and percentages W€I"€ used to analyze quantitati\'e data. Qualitative data
was transcribed, categorized into themes and sub-themes as they emerged. The findings
revealed that these learners had negative attitude towards communication in English Braille
Grade II. Only 26 (19.2%) out of 135 of the learners were able to read and write English
Braille Grade IT. The school environment did not favor learners' instruction in English Braille
grade II as indicated by high student-teacher ratio (10:1), and few resources as suggested by
90(66.7%) learners. Teachers' competency was low as L'laicated by mean of 2.3 while
learners faced challenges with Braille code as revealed by18 (43.9%) of teachers with overall
mean of 2.4, which affected their ability to read and write English in Braille grade II. This
study recommended early stimulation and introduction to Braille code for learners 'with VI;
enforcement of functional educational inclusion to accommodate learners with VI and
adoption of Individualized Educational Program (IEP). These findings will be of use to the
Kenya Institute of Curriculum Del-'eJopment, Ken}~ National Ex~miIuLtion Council, and
Teacher Training Colleges for adapting the curriculum, on setting Examinations, and on how
to train Teachers for Learners with visual impairment.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to the Study

The good news Louis Braille of France gave to the world in 1825 is undoubtedly a significant
milestone in the beginning of the road of the people with blindness towards their full social
inclusion (Zurita, 2009). The beginning of planned education for those who were blind was
manifested by the dawn of the first school for learners with visual impairment in 1785 in
Paris by Valentin Hauy (Zurita, 2009). He perceived that if he could teach those who were
blind to read they would have a chance to be self-reliant and secure employment, as those
who were blind lived under awful conditions (Johnson's, 2002). Due to the fact that
education was primarily an advantage for those who were economically stable and that the
possibility of educating a person with a disability was almost zero, it is important to
acknowledgethe valuable input Hauy made to the community. After establishing his/school
in Paris, Hauy started the first efforts to develop a method of raised-print letters on a wooden
slate to provide access to the written word for his learners . Using his method of mounted
letters,Hauy confirmed the potential of those \••.
ith visual impairment to learn to read.
Embossed code fOT learners 'with visual impairment was the development of a tactile code
started by Charles Barbier for night use by military troops during battle after dark (Mwaura
& Mweru, 2010). Such a code would enable soldiers to read messages without using a light
source, hence, would not attract attention to their position. Barbier's code used raised dots
arranged in various configurations using a twelve dot Braille cell. Although the military did
not adopt Barbier's code, it was enthusiastically received by students at the school for the
blind in Paris. Why they particularly valued contribution of Barbier's code was that it
provided a means of reading and writing for learners with visual impairment globally. This
was the second major step towards literacy for the blind.
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As luck would have it, a student by the name of Louis Braille was enrolled at the school for
the blind in Paris when Barbier demonstrated

his code. Braille began to experiment with the

code adapting it from a twelve to a six-dot cell system and creating most of the details of the
code as we know it today (Rex, Koenig, Wormsley,
developed separate codes for Music and Mathematics
other embossed codes developed
preference in most countries.

& Baker, 2003).
Braille.

Louis Braille also

While there were a number of

during the next few decades, Braille became the code of

The next barrier to literacy for Braille readers in English-

speaking countries was associated with creation and use of a uniform Braille code.

In the United States at ieast three different codes were being used while in Britain, educators
were experimenting
speed of users.

with various levels of contracted

Braille, which increased the reading

A committee formed by the American Association

of Workers for the Blind

(AAWB) was given the mandate to determine the most efficient code for use in the United
States (Rex, Koenig, Wormsley & Baker, 2003). They found that British Braille readers read
more slowly when using the American partially contracted Braille. As well, Canadian Braille
readers using the fully contracted British system were better readers than American students.
After much frustration and controversy,
literary code for English-speaking

a revised English Braille Code became the standard

countries

in 1932 (Amato, 2002).

This expanded

the

availability of Braille as more countries could then share materials produced in the standard
code.

In 2002, represenesnves

from all English-speaking countries

worked together to create a

Unified English Braille Code which was to generate new rules and practices which were

expected to make learning and using the Braille code even more proficient for readers (MoE,
2003).
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Brailleprovides users who are blind access to a method of both reading and writing. Just as
Braillecode underwent various stages in its development, the educational implementation of
Braille instruction for school-age going children also developed for a long period of time.
Originally, the teaching of Braille to school age children was intially the responsibility of
schoolsfor learners with visual impairment. In 1900, day classes for learners with visual
impairmentwere introduced in Chicago and in 1913 the initial classes for learners described
as "partially sighted" were reputed in Massachusetts and Ohio (Hatlens, 2000). Such classes
were often known as "sight-saving" classes because it was assumed that students risked
losingtheir remaining vision if they made broad demands on their already weakened vision
by reading print (Viisola, 2001 as cited in Abledata 2004). Students with VI were educated
to read Braille, although sometimes students had to be blindfolded, by use of aprons draped
over the Braille page, or required to wear high collars to stop them from reading the code
withtheir eyes. By the 1930s, ophthalmologists took a strong-minded position that those
with partial vision did not risk further vision loss by using their vision for usual activities
suchas reading. It was not until 1947 that the American Printing House for the Blind started
producing large print exercise books and texst books as it was understood that larger print
wouldprovide easier way for print readers with low vision (Harlen, 2000).
Onthe other hand, in Nigeria, the population of learners with visual impairment is estimated
at 3 million (Atinmo, 2002). Less than half, have received formal education and are capable
of reading or writing Braille. Majority have resorted to begging on the streets as a means of
livelihood (Lex, 2009). Those who are usually educated depend on the goodness of charities,
non-government organizations (NGOs) and philanthropist to provide them with information
materials via libraries in schools, public libraries, and institutions serving the visually
impairedin Nigeria.
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Libraries serving the visually impaired in Nigeria are faced with problems of meeting the
high demand of information materials in alternative formats. They have been perceived to
haveinadequate materials for use. The consequence is that the visually impaired people who
seek information are provided with what is there and not what they need (Adetoro, 2009).
DespiteBraille's nearly 90 years of history in Ethiopia, it is frustrating to see that it's not yet
widelyused in the daily life of most people who are blind (Yibeltal, 2012).
As regards the situation in South Africa, apart from

the limited in-service training

programmes for teaching Braille offered by South African National Council for the Blind
together with inaccessible initiative at few schools for learners who are blind, educators
responsiblefor Braille education are left to cope on their own. The result is that educators
findit difficult to be passionate about Braille if they are unsure of themselves about their own
informationof it (Com & Koenig, 2000).
According to the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, (2009), Kenya has a significant
number of learners with visual impairment who usually face varied challenges in accessing
qualityeducation. The population census of 2009 estimated that Kenya had a population of
39,500,000 people, out of which 987,500 (2.5 %) were persons with disabilities, of the
19,750(2 %) with visual impairment, 4,938 (25%) were children of school going age. Sadly,
only 10% of them were enrolled in school, with a whopping 90% unaccounted for
educationally. However, even those enrolled in special schools or schools offering special
servicesto learners with visual impairment were not adequately taught how to read and write
English Braille due to lack of sufficient teaching personnel, learning materials, inadequate
physical facilities among others (Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2010). This
mayperhaps provide an insight as to why in this particular region, the academic performance
of this category of learners has perennially remained below average (Appendix G).
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Thisis on the backdrop of the fact that, with an estimated population of 1,232 learners living
withVI, in Kisumu and Siaya counties led the other 45 counties in the country (MoE, 2003),
whereby the national spread of learners with visual impairments ranked Lake(Nyanza)
Regionas hosting the highest population locally (Appendix F).
Onthe other hand,the Kenya Society for the Blind records (2009) also confirm that with a
combinedtotal population of 1,232 learners, Kisumu and Siaya counties have the highest
number of learners with visual impairments in the country, yet facing overwhelming
educationalchallenges waiting to be addressed (MoE, 2003).
Meanwhile,preliminary research involving 2012 academic records (Appendix G) of Kibos
SpecialPrimary School and St. Oda school for the blind primary, revealed that only 45
(30.6%)of the 147 learners in upper primary in both schools could read and write Braille
gradeII competently. The small margine could be attributed to the challenges learners faced
inreadingand writing English Braille grade II, in Kisumu and Siaya Counties.
Accordingto Danielson (2006), Braille literacy is declining because of the perception of the
learnerstowards reading and writing Braille. In most cases, learners feel that Braille is always
slow as compared to reading and writing in print, and that Braille is hard to learn, Most
studies have been carried out on the influence of attitude on performance of learners in
special schools for learners with VI. However, studies on learner attitude based challenges
especiallyin special schools for learners with visual impairment are not known due to little
understandingof the subject, and therefore little is knO\\'TIon the same, with conclusion that
theyhave a negative attitude, which could not be a true scenario. Their dismal performance
alsodraws a lot of speculation on why they have such performance despite the government's
effort to ensure they get equal education with other learners. As a result, the current study
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therefore sought to find the influence of learner attitude based challenges faced by learners
with VI in reading and writing English Braille grade II.

Several studies advocate for a rich environment

for learners with visual impairment,

such as

studies carried by Spungin (2003), and others, who notes that much has been accomplished
towards ensuring that learners with Vl have a rich environment
Kenya, the government

has allowed the intervention

for effective studies. In

of United Nations

and other NGOs

towards ensuring that learners with VI are well equipped to attain the necessary
reading and writing English Braille grade II. There is also an improvement

skills in

in technology,

a

progress that has seen many special schools upgraded especially those of learners with VI.
Despite these efforts, learners who have skills in reading and writing English Braille grade II
are very few. This raises questions on the influence of environmental

based challenges faced

by learners with VI towards reading and writing English Braille grade II, a question' whose
answer was sought in the current study.

Several studies indudirig

Spungin (2003), Danielson and La..~b (2006) among others were

carried out on proficiency of teachers who teach learners with VI. These studies revealed that
teachers of learners with VI are less than proficient Braille instructors

and therefore this has

contributed to illiteracy among VI learners. In Kenya, the situation cannot be concluded due
to scarce studies on the same and only mere conclusions with little or no empirical findings.
No studies have been carried thus to establish teacher based challenges faced by learners with
visual impairment in reading and writing English Braille grade II. The current study therefore
sought to shade enough light on this topic.

Several studies including those carried out by MOE (2003) revealed learners suggesting that
Braille is slower than print and difficult to master. They further conclude that it is because of
its many contractions

(groupings),

symbols and letter combinations
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that lessen the size of

Braillebooks by making it probable to put more Braille on a page as a substitute of spelling
eachword out letter by letter. Seemingly, no studies have been carried. out on the complexity
ofEnglishBraille code. Therefore this study sought to examine Braille code based challenges
facedby learners with VI in reading and writing English Braille grade II in Special primary
schoolsfor learners with visual impairments in Kisumu and Siaya counties.
1.2Statement of the Problem
Learners with visual impairment depended on Braille as a medium of instruction and
communication.According to the report by the ministry of education, Kisumu and Siaya
countiescombined had the highest number (1232) of learners with visuallmpairment(VI)

in

Kenya Information from Kisumu and Siaya counties indicated that only 30.6% out of 147
learnersenrolled in upper primary classes could read and write English Braille grade II
competently.The low percentage could be attributed to certain challenges faced by learners
withVI in reading and writing English Braille grade II in Kisumu and Siaya counties. Despite
widedifference, there was no explanation for the low percentage of learners who could read
andwriteEnglish Braille grade II in Kisumu and Siaya counties.
It was therefore for this reason that the researcher in this study sought to establish how
challengesfaced by learners with VI affect them in reading and writing English Braille grade
11in special primary schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties.
13 Purpose of the Study
In consideration to the foregoing problem statement, the purpose of this study was to
establish challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing of
EnglishBraille grade II, in selected Special Primary Schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties.
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1.4 Objectives of the Study

Thisstudy was gui.ded by the follmving objectives:
(i) To establish

learner

attitude

based

challenges

faced

by learners

with

visual

impairment in reading and writing English grade II.

(ii) to examine environment

based challenges faced by learners with visual impairment

in re-ading and writing of English grade II.
(iii)fo establish teacher based challenges

faced by learners with visual impairment

in

reading and writing English grade II.
(iv)To examine Braille code based challenges face-d by learners with Visual Impairment
in reading and writing of English Braille Grade II.

1.5Research Questions

The study was guided by the following research questions:
(i) How does the leamer's

attitude towards Braille reading and writing challenge their skill

acquisition in reading and writing of Braille Grade II in the selected special primary
schools?
(ii)How does the learning environment challenge learners with VI in reading and writing of
Braille Grade II in the selected special primary schools?
(iii)How does Braille code pose challenges to learners with VI in reading and writing English
Braille Grade Il in the selected special primary schools?
(iv)How does the level of influence of teacher's competency pose challenge to learners with
VI in reading and writing English Braiiie Grade II in the selected special primary
schools?
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1.6 Assumptions of the Stndy
The study was based on the assumption that all teachers in special schools for learners with
visual impairment were competent in Braille reading and writing, there was a structured
program on the development of Braille reading and writing, and finally, all learners with
visual impairment have a chance to undertake Braille reading and writing.

1.7 Scope of the Study
The study focused on challenges faced by learners with visual impairments

in Braille reading

and writing particularly in selected special primary schools for learners with VI, in Kisumu
and Siaya counties. The study was carried out in two special primary schools in Kisumu and
Siaya counties namely: St. Oda Aluor and Kibos School for the blind. It involved
sample size of 198 people comprising

a total

2 head teachers, 49 teachers, and 147 learners with

total visual loss, thus relied entirely on Braille as medium of instruction and communication.

1.8 Limitaooa of the Study
Eight (16%) teachers and twelve (8%) learners did not return questionnaires.
however rather too small to significantly

affect the generalizability

This margin is

of the results obtained,

considering that a large sample was drawn from a population with even greater diversity.
The assumption of the study that, all teachers in
out a fallacy, but also posing minimal

VI schools were Braille competent, turned

impact; it fairly slowed down the data collection

process hence prompting an extra day to finish up the task.
Limitations arising from time and financial resources were well put under check by sourcing
for a research assistant and finances upfront, pius burning mid-night oil.

1.9 Significance of the Study
Overcoming the aforementioned

research limitations was critical considering the tremendous

benefits this study brings in the education for Learners with
9

VI. The study findings could be

significant to among others: Kenya Institute of Curriculum
receive critical information

Development

that would help in adapting the curriculum

visually impairment. The Kenya National Examination

(KICD) would
for learners with

Council could get information vital in

adaptation of examination questions for learners with visual impairment.

Teacher training colleges could access information

on how to train teachers to teach English

Braille grade II to learners with visual impairment.
knowledge on how to make necessary

resources

Educational

for the teaching

managers

would source

and learning of English

Braille grade II in special primary schools for learners with the visual impairment.
enable teachers to establish appropriate

learning approaches

It could

in English Braille grade Il for

learners with visual impairment. It may also provide a basis for future research to improve on
teaching approaches

in Braille.

Furthermore,

this report

would

serve to create public
I

awareness about the educational plight of these learners with VI, without which they may be
left out in the EF A campaign.

1.10Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework

(Figure 1.1) postulates that learners with visual impairment

affected by attitude based challenges, Environment

are

based challenges, teachers training based

challenges, and Braille code based challenges in their acquisition of Braille

skills in reading

and writing English Braille grade II.

The process of second language learning is connected in a complex way to challenges
relating to the entity learner and the neighboring

socio-cultural

goal of learning, motive, attitude and personality (Brown, 2003).
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environment,

including the

Independent variables (IV)

Dependent variables (DV)

Reading and writing of

Learnerattitudebased
challenges

English Braille grade II
Environmentbased
challenges

by learners with visual

Teacherbased challenges

impairment
Size of class

Braillecodebased
challenges
Onset of the handicapping
condition
Age of learners
Intervening Variables (IV)
Figurel.1: Conceptual Framework of the challenges faced by learners with visual
impairmentin Braille Grade II.
Source: Researcher
Figure1.1 demonstrates the relationship between independent variables (Learner attitude
basedchallenges,Environment based challenges, Teacher based challenges, and Braille code
basedchallenges) and the dependent variable: Reading and writing English Braille Grade II.
Itwashypothesized that learner attitude, learning environment, teacher based challenges, and
Braillecode based challenges in one way or the other influence the Reading and Writing of
EnglishBraille Grade II in any formal setting. These independent variables were therefore
believedto have an impact on the dependent variable. This entails the relationship between
eachof the independent variable and the dependent variable as illustrated by figure l.l. This
wasverified through this research. In addition, such intervening variables like size of the
class,the age of the learner and the time of the commencement of the handicapping condition
11

were also captured as posing possible influence on the outcome of this relationship

as shown

inthe figure. For example the size of the class affects the competence of the teacher since the
teacher will not be able to deliver effectively to a large class as learners have diverse needs.
The time of commencement

is very crucial since the learners

who acquire adventitious

blindness remains in denial stage for a long time affecting their attitude to skin acquisition.
However, their effects for and against nullified

each other in such way that they did not

influencethe results in an way

1.11Defmition of Terms

Attitude - One's thoughts

and feelings about visual impairment,

which may- be positive

or negative

Braille Cede- the six embossed dot configuration writing system used by the blind.
Braille grade I - The most basic Braille, just translating print into Braille
Braille graden- Contracted Braille that jg advanced in complexity
Disability- The loss or restriction

of the

functional

ability

of part

of the

body

resultingin limited participation in the community activities.

En\'iroammtal

dntll.oo.g·

These are extrinsic challenges that come from fNitlrout dIe child.

Impairment - The damage to the body part either through accident, disease, genetic factors,
or other causes; this leads to loss or weakening of that affected part.

Learners - these are pupils or students in school
Physical faciliti€S - These are structures

and buildings

dormitories, playgrounds, and offices among others
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in a school such as classrooms,

Special school-These are designated as a special school which may be day or boarding. they
cater for specific areas such as blindness, hearing impairment among other handicaps.
Visual impainnent - It is a state of inability to see clearly
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE

REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews a collection

of literature

reviews,

with a critical

look at their

significance to the study. The review is mainly revolved around the objectives under study.
Gapsin the works of accredited scholars and researchers are identified and critically analyzed
on the basis of their respective methodologies,
their appropriateness

findings, the sampling procedures adopted and

for their corresponding

studies

also examined.

betweenthe past studies and the current study are also highlighted.

The relationships

An explicit summary of

thesynthesized information wraps up the chapter. Thus, this review is thematically

organized

in subtopics.

2.2 Learner Attitude Based Challenges towards Reading and Writing English Braille
Graden
Numerousstudies have been devoted on this subject. Danielson, (2006) with other renowned
proponents (Com and Koenig, 2002; Hong, 2004; Koenig and Holbrook,

2000;) share the

view that Braille literacy is declining because of the negative attitude of the iearners towards
reading and writing Braille Grade II. Perhaps a critical question to explore here is what
exactlygenerates this negative attitude in the learners! In most cases, learners feet that Braille
is always slow and bull)' as compared

to reading and writing in print and that Braille is

complexto Iearn, This view is credible considering that Braille exists in over 189 different
contractions and is also generally too mechanical
machine itself alone is so cumbersome

especially to write (brailing). The Braille

and weighs on average,

5 kilograms,

while an

ordinary pen may hardly weigh over 2.5 grams. Surely, almost everything about Braille is
bulky: Cumbersome Braille, too heavy, its importability;

large, thick, and dull Braille paper,

numerous contractions. Braille is also labor intensive, time consuming, fragile (the embossed
dots), requires overly large storage space and what compounds it all is that Braille is damn
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expensivein every aspect For instance, the cheapest Braille machine costs Ksh, 10,000, less
freightcharges(luckily, freight is free globally for all Braille materials).
Whilesome learners lament that Braille is slower than print and difficult to master because
ofitsmanycontractions (groupings), Troughton (1992) as cited in Hong (2004) concluded in
her study that more participants read more rapidly subcontracted Braille compared to
contractedBraille and that most learners felt that reading and writing Braille grade IT was
tedious,because of its many rules and contractions; hence preferred to use Braille grade I
whichdirectly translates print into Braille without changing the pattern of reading and
writing.This attitude therefore makes learners lose interest in enjoying Braille materiaL
Studies soow that interest towards Braille develops when an individual child reads words or
sentenceswritten in Braille grade IT. However, contrasting this view are Koenig and
i

Holbrook(2000) and Com and Koenig (2002) in whose studies, they recommended that
Brailleinstruction should start with uncontracted Braille (Grade I) before proceeding to
GradeII (contracted Braille) that largely depends on how wen the learner has fared on in
GradeI. This implies that proper Braille rules start with Braille Grade I, before proceeding to
gradeII which uses word-signs, group-signs and abbreviations among other contractions.
Contributingto this dialogue, Craig and Harrison (2003) concluded that a child's attitude
towardsany subject learned at school is improved by parents at home, if they have
knowledgeof the same. If parents revise together with a child, he or she develops interest in
thesubject. This implies therefore that other than early introduction to Grade II Braille,
familymembers' interest and knowledge in Braille accompanied by access to appropriate
equipmentto provide exposure to Braille reading and writing is imperative for fostering
positiveattitude towards Braille.
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Therefore,if Braille Grade II , according to the initial study, is what would help nurture and
sustainthe interest of this child in Braille, then it will be interesting to establish how this
learnerwill master advanse in Braille without passing through the basic (Grade one) Braille.
A study was conducted by Koenig and Holbrook (2000) and Com

and Koenig (2002) to

developframeworks for delivering instruction in literacy to students who use Braille and
thosewith low vision, respectively. The studies recommended that Braille instructors should
be consistentin their service delivery and allocate enough time for Braille everyday for
propermastery.For beginners in learning Braille, the studies recommended that daily contact
fora longtime per day at least one to two hours per session, and a long duration throughout
atleastone school year were also seen as strategies to improve the reading and writing of
Braille.This means that writing Braille is perfected through regular practice. This calls for a
commitment
on the part of the learner and the necessary teacher support.
There are those who think that learners with l;1SUal impeirment do not

mn~ to

be literate in

Braille,courtesy of new technology in leT. Such sentiments make the learners develop
negativeattitude and consequently withdraw interest in learning Braille. This runs a risk of
increasingtheir dependency on their sighted peers like in reading notes for them. Johnsons,
(2007) propounds reasons that may lead to negative attitude towards Braille by these learners,

arguingthat with the advancement in the blind-friendly technology, like the introduction of
speechsynthesizers for instance, optical character recognition, the Embosser and other
moderndevices, Braille has been rendered useless and that most learners \••ish to use these
moderndevices even when they are not available in their schools. Concerning activities of
dailyliving, their freedoms, privacy, and independence may be curtailed. This means that
theiractivitieslliveswould end up controlled by their sighted peers. This kind of dependency
impactsnegatively on their ability to read and write Braille (Spungin, 2000).
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anylearnerswith visual impairments do not make any efforts in improving Braille literacy
simplybecausein their home environments, hardly are any adults knowledgeable in Braille.
Thismaybe one of the factors that may motivate a learner to develop a negative attitude
towardsBraille (Hong, 2004). It is, therefore, vital that learners with visual impairment be
placedin a conducive, accommodative learning environment like a special school for learners
withVI. Parents equally need to be sensitized on the importance of a positive environment.
TheemergentBraille literacy is not supported during early childhood because of many
caseloadsand this makes the caretakers concentrate on other rehabilitation activities, at the
expenseof pre-Braille activities, and this has an adverse effect especialiy when the learners
joinprimaryschools and the teachers assume that the learners were taught Braille when they
werein pre-primary. This assumption by both pre-primary and primary school teachers
mostlyleads to poor mastery of Braille reading and writing among learners with visual
impairmentsince the feeling of neglect or being ignored by their Braille teachers breeds
hatredfor Braille altogether. It is worse if the learner realizes that their teacher views Braille
instructionas an added burden, therefore, become reluctant to teach. To help in this, teachers
ofBrailleneed to be retrained and motivated in stride with the tasks they perform
TheFoundationof Croatian Braille (1994) observed that negative attitude towards Braille by
learnersmay be caused by lack of a well-structured curricula and Braille readiness activities.
Thismakes learners to feel that Braille is not important and, therefore, ignore it. This is in
agreementwith the report by Kenya Society for the Blind (2009) thus, Braille literacy among
learnerswith visual impairments is affected by; frequent change of curriculum, inadequacy of
teachingand learning aids and the high costs involved in the production of Braille books.
Braillelessons in the schools for learners with visual impairment are scheduled last on the
timetable,when learners are already tired; therefore learners tend to look at Braille as a
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subsidiarysubject hence do not give it any value. This leads to the decline of Braille literacy
amonglearners with visual impairment.

It istruethat the learners with VI are severely affected by frequent changes in the curriculum,
highcost of Braille textbooks, lack of teaching aids and the raw deal given to Braille on the
bme table. Therefore, the researcher

suggests

that the ministry

of education

and other

significantstakeholders should not interfere with the curriculum for learners with VI, because
theirtextbooks are very expensive.

Once the curriculum

extendedperiod of time without textbooks

is changed, the learners go for an

hence affecting

teachingaids should be solved by the Kenya Institute

their studies. The problem of

of Curriculum

Development

via

producingadequate teaching and learning aids for schools for learners with VI, and Braille
shouldbe given equal weight as any other subject on the timetable.

It is worth noting also that because of the high demands that life has pliWOO OR the modern
careerparent, most have been left with no choice but to delegate parenting of their vulnerable
childrenwith VI and home management
youngor too inexperienced

duties to their house helps; many of whom are too

for the huge responsibilities

they have been left to discharge:

includingseeking out what the family will eat, supervising the children's work and choosing
whattheir bosses will wear to work the following day. One could, therefore, argue that these
househelps, who are in many cases adversely underpaid,

have become surrogate parents to

thesechildren (Daily Nation 2014, May 23). Quite so often, these house helps are illiterate
chapsor school drop-outs. Thus, it is almost impossible for parents of learners with visual
impairmentto get one having any basic Braille skill, leave alone finding time to learn any
Braillefor the sake of their children. This innocent boy or girl naturally embraces the feeling
of being a lesser member of the family particularly

if the sighted siblings will often enjoy

assistance'with their homework by their parents, and yet whenever s/he asks for the same, the
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parentsare helpless in Braille code knowledge.

Very demoralizing

indeed, thus, Craig and

Harrison(2003) warn that a child's attitude towards any subject learned at school is improved

b parentsat home, if they have knowledge ofthe same.
Fromthe foregoing therefore, many studies including those by Delphis (2001), Danielson
(2006)and Johnson (2007) demonstrate

to which extend learners'

attitude

affects their

readingand writing of English Braille. However, other than falling short of exploring other
mtrinsiccausations, these studies did not focus on the learner based challenges with respect
to theirattitudes towards reading and writing English Braille grade II; in Kisumu and Siaya
counties.This is the knowledge gap this study sought to fill.

2.3Learning Environment in Reading and Writing English Braine Grade II.
Accordingto Quigly (2000) a rich environment

has a significant role to play in the reading

andwriting of English Braille grade II. Psychology

of teaching and learning has shown that

for any meaningful learning tp take place, the learner must be supplied with all that can
supportlearning including technology.

There is little doubt that technology has changed the

educationof students with various impairments,

as seen in many developed countries.

Twodecades ago, the author's tools of the trade were Braillers and a tape recorder. Learners
inschoolsalso had this equipment and in a few instances; a typewriter and a Dictaphone (a
phonewith Braille buttons). Currently,the

range of electronic equipment for learners with

VisualImpairment appears to be almost limitless, and their explosion in their availability
increases exponentially.

The smorgasbord

of potential

offered

to learners

with visual

impairmentsis of enormous benefits.

Therecurrently exists in both

developed

and developing countries a perception from both

scholarsand caretakers that the invention of technology in the reading and writing of Braille
is likely to curtail the level and speed at which learners with
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visual impairment

read and

writeBraille.On the contrary, teachers counter this view by arguing that technology or
environment
enrichment with new technology is likely to increase the level of literacy and
rateof readingand writing English Braille grade II. Therefore, the researcher concurs with
theteachersthat invention of new technology is likely to increase the level of Braille literacy
amonglearnerswith VI rather than decreasing it. For instance, the invention of the Braille
phonecalledthe Own phone, the World's first Braille phone. The London-based company
employed30 printing techniques to design the customizable phone. Both sides of the phone
havea Braille keypad with two and four buttons that are preprogrammed to call specific
individuals.For those not able to read Braille, the company can print raised text on the
keypadswhich,through tactile feedback, can allow the user to interact with the device. (Daily
ation,2014 May 23rd), hence, a clear indicator that the introduction of technology in
educationfor the Blind (in the reading and writing of Braille) is a Braille booster in schools
forlearnerswith visual impairment.
Theclassroomhas to have labels with words and embossed maps, diagrams and pictures
everywhere,so that learners constantly connect written English with the things they
representTeachers have to display these labels based on learners' needs and interests to
providechildrenwith disabilities support (Pressley, 2005).
Oncelearnersreach Braille grade II, most of the information they need is given to them in a
textual format where they focus changes from learning to read to and reading to learn.
Therefore,those poor readers may have difficulty in interacting with the curriculum content
freely.
Thereis a shortage of Braille materials and the methods of distributing the same are lacking.
It hasto be noted that scarcity of teachers who are supposed to instruct learners with visual
impairmentis also a setback to speed and fluency of reading and writing of Braille
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respectively.To counter this problem of inability to read and write Braille, the USA federal
governmentdecided to form the National Federation for the Blind (NFB) to enroll all those

well-w ishers who have interest of the American visually impaired.
These TFB members were to ensure that all the visually impaired le.amers who depend on
Brailleas a medium of communication,

have an equal opportunity

to access, and learn it

effectively(Spungin, 2003).

Itinerantofficers playa big role in improving reading and writing rates in Bnrille. They move
fromschool to school, district to district acting as consultants in matters pertaining to Braille.
Oneset back to their services is the distance to be covered and the means of transport. It is
alsoevident that in most cases they are few and cannot reach schools in time to deliver their
services.They are expected to teach sixteen or more learners who are widely spread over
largegeographical areas. The terrain of the land and the weather conditions prevailing on a
particularday may even last a month without attending to a single child. In addition to this,
mostItinerant teachers are viewed by the classroom

teachers as supervisors

and therefore

lookat them as officers who are "forcing" them to instruct Braiile in a more inappropriate
manner (Frieman, 2004).Therefore,
Itinerantteachers to be increased

the researcher
and be provided

recommends

that the number

of the

with the modem means of transport to

facilitatetheir service delivery to their societies.

ManyScholars and other concerned personnel about the Braille standards look at teacher's
caseloadas a big influence to have the learners learn Braille. Many of such teachers attend to
morethan 6 learners per day which does not allow them to have adequate time to carry out
individual instruction. Teachers have always attributed
heavy caseload of teachers,

therefore,

the inability to instruct Braille, to

argue that too much case load work down their

competence.They suggest that the numbers of learners they attend to be reduced to four per
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day,an idea the administrators have rejected saying that this will transform many instructors
intoidlers(Frieman, 2004). In this case the researcher disagrees with the administrator's

view

thatreducingthe teacher's caseload will transform them into idlers because it is a plain lie by
the administrators due to their ignorance
impairment.It is therefore the researcher's

of the diverse

needs

view that the teacher's

of learners

with visual

caseload be reduced to two

learnersper day instead of four as suggested, since those learners with VI need to have more
individualsessions with the teacher in order for them to grasp any meaningful concept. Due
tolackof vision, most of the concepts taught in class seem to be abstract to the learners hence
difficultto understand.

Availabilityof print materials for learners with low vision as compared to the unsighted
learnersis also seen as hampering
Learnerswith

VI who

the reading

and writing of English

Braille grade II.

have total visual loss in some cases rely on those with PartialVisual

Loss(PVL) to read to them questions or notes from the chalkboard

or reference material.

Mosteducators insist that a choice must be made between print and Braille and that only one
readingmedium must be used. This disagreement
professionalsin planning meetings

resulting

translates in the field of disputes among

in new deals to address individual

learners.

Thereare others who believe that inclusion is the main problem with reading and writing of
EnglishBraille. They argue that print materials in schools for learners with visual impairment
arenecessitated by the presence of learners with partial sight loss. Inclusion, as argued by
many,is meant to reduce discrimination

against those learners with

VI and

including them in

thecommunity of the sighted in order to enhance equal playing ground for all. Parents are not
leftout in this battle; they are often concerned about the best cause of action that they and
theirchildren become real victims in the academic battles especially when the parents of the
sightedlearners threaten to withdraw their children from learning centers (Fredeman,
Despitethe fact that different studies have been carried out on how environmental
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2005).

challenges

encelearners with VI in reading

and writing of English Braille grade Il, no such study

ever been conducted in the lake region. Learners lacking previous know-how skills such
pre-Brailleactivities, alphabetic principles, and phonemic awareness need supplementary
iDStruction
to ensure they do not lag behind their sighted peers. Therefore, elementary school
teachersmust provide an element that allows learners with (VI) to access experiences they
may have missed in their pre-school period time (The National Reading Panel, 2001).With
Ibisin mind, the current study therefore sought to fill the gap by finding out the effect of
environmenton reading and writing English Braille grade II in the two special primary
schoolsin Kisumu and Siaya counties.

1.4.Teachers' Competency

in English Braille Grade II

pungin(2003) citing empirical

data., asserts that teachers

IDIpaired
are o'lessthan proficient"

Braille instructors;

of learners who are visually

and this has contributed to illiteracy a

amongthose who are blind. She does concede, however,

that part of the blame for this

situationlies with the university training programs for these teachers. According to Spungin

(2003), there are teacher preparation programs that present Braille as a code at the level of
knowledgerequired by a transcriber

as sufficient for the teacher's

literacy. Reading, writing

andspeaking, allowing learners of varying ability to experience the different functioning

and

useof literacy activities is largely ignored. In essence, teacher's interaction with learners with
visualimpairment builds on learner's

knowledge

as they develop literacy skills, since the

teacherwill use a variety of methods of communication

with learners and generalize

new

conceptsand skills (Whitehurst, 2003).

In same vein, Amato (2002) completed a descriptive
competencyin Braille literacy

among teacher

comprehensive look at the content of teacher's
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study of standards

preparation
preparation

and criteria for

programs.

This study took a

programs

relevant to Braille

y. The findings indicated that teachers of learners with visual impairment
properlytrained on how to teach the learners with visual impairment

were not

hence the decline of

bilu.(2004) and Danielson & Lamb (2006) assert that many Braille teachers are not
familiarwith the English Braille code and Mathematical

notation. In developed countries like

oiledStates of America, Braille literacy, Reading and writing is on a steady decline. It is
estimatedthat only 10% of learners with visual impairments

are learning it. This is attributed

tothefact that mostly those who interact with learners with visually impairment themselves
are not competent in Braille

and those who are in charge

of transcribing

Braille

are

inadequatein numbers. The signal such staff send to the visually impaired learners is that
Brailleis not a matter oflife and death; hence one can earn a living without necessarily being

Miller& Rash, (2001) noted that one benchmark for schools today is how well learners read.
Teachersare under pressure to have fluent readers in the earlier elementary classes.
IS

definedas the capability to read

Fluency

a text quickly, accurately and with expression. Teachers

havebeen taught that average Braille learners will not learn all the Braille contractions until
thesecond grade. The goal of vision teacher has been the learners'

acquisition

of Braille

contractions.Reading speed and fluency have been secondary concerns. Our young Braille
readinglearners need the opportunity to work on fluency along with the sighted peers. They
cannotwait until the second grade to begin working on fluency. The use of subcontracted
Brailleallows the learners to learn to read first, and then learn the Braille contractions. They
areableto concentrate on reading and practice reading which builds fluency, comprehension,
andspeed.
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development of learners who are visually impaired
caretakersand teachers who are responsible

depends

for compensating

heavily on the

for the absence of

interaction with written language. A child with many interesting and stimulating
of books and reading is likely to be more motivated to acquire a complicated
medium,such as Braille, than a child who does not even know that oral language can

down (Erickson & Hatlen, 2007).

ItS

.

versatility and elegance and notwithstanding

the fact that it is the official system

and writing for the blind in the United States, Braille is not being taught to most

cbildrenor to adults who lose their vision. This has led to a literacy crisis among blind
Many commentators on the Braille
cantcontributing factors is a negative

literacy

crisis agree that one of the most

societal attitude towards BraiHe,( Riccobono,

IIld Hehir,2002).The bias against Braille is further evidenced by hundreds of published

from blind people themselves.

The archives

of the monthly

publication

of the

federation of the blind, the Braille monitor are full of personal stories detailing the

lerns blind people experience when they are not taught Braille at an early stage. When
rs and parents invite those who are blind or have low vision to read print to the
the ultimate

result is that many of them are functionally

educationfaces a chronic shortage of teachers qualified to teach Braille. In 2003, there
approximately 93,600 learners (Spungin,2003).

Far too few teachers of blind children

have graduated from accredited programs. A 2000 report observed that the total number
professionalsgraduating from university programs to work with learners who are blind or
10 visionfluctuated between 37)

and 416 per year (Masonetal,

teachersneeded to gain that endorsement

(Frieman, 2004).
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2000). Not all of these

orderto approve a program, the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
'on requires performance-based criteria The Council for Exceptional Children has
opedperformance-based standards for programs to train teachers who have a visual
. ent.If a candidate graduates from an approved program that follows the council for
tionalchildren's standards, an administrator can predict that teaching candidates will
e the necessary background to teach Braille. However, only nineteen states require
andidateswho have graduated from an approved program. Seven states require candidates
whohaveonly a generic degree in special education with no specific mention of Braille.
ty-fourstates require candidates to have taken at least one course in Braille but give no
guarantee
that the individual is actually competent in Braille or is able to teach (Frieman,

Tead1ers
whoare uncomfortable with Braille are likely to be reluctant to teach it, especially
where
theycan get away without going for students who have low vision but can read some
print.To act in the best interest of the blind children and adults, schools must require
information
that every learner who is blind will have the right to be taught and that Braille be
taughtby someone who is competent in its use, this is not what is currently happening in
schools.
Todaythere is no guarantee that a teacher, even one with credentials will be fluent in
Braille.In order to assure Braille fluency, teachers of learners with visually impairment
mustbe tested in their actual Braille skills by way of a comprehensive and validated test.
tates/countries
require Braille teachers to pass the National Certification in Braille Literacy
(NCBL) in order to assure competency and fluency in the literacy code. Passing the NCBL
examination
will not in itself ensure efficiency in Braille teaching, but it will provide a
measure
on how a person uses Braille. (Frieman, 2004).
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In igeria,the population of the visually impaired is estimated at 3 million Amino (2002).
eryfewof those, have received formal education and are capable of reading or writing
Braille.The majority have resorted to begging on the streets as a means of livelihood,
(Adotoro,
2009). Those who are educated usually depend on the goodness of charities, Nongovernmental
organization's philanthropists to provide them with information material via
librariesin schools,public libraries, and institutions serving the visually impaired in Nigeria.
Inregardto the situation in South Africa, apart from the limited in-service training programs
forteachersteaching Braille, offered by South African National Council for the Blind
togetherwith isolated initiatives at few schools for the learners with visual impairment,
educatorsresponsible for Braille instructions are left to struggle on their own .The result is
thateducatorsfind it difficult to be enthusiastic about Braille if they are insecure about their
own knowledgeof it (Com & Koenig, 2002).
InKenya,the situation is not different even through Kenya Institute of Special Education and
a numberof universities are training teachers to teach learners with disabilities, still these
institutions
have not managed to train adequate number of teachers for learners with visual
impairment
who form 20% of the total population of3,950,000 (Kenya-census, 2009).
Asteachersdesign their learning environment, it is essential that they consider the diverse
needsand skills of the. learners they teach. As they integrate the skills and background of
thesevarious learners, teachers should ensure that each learner is represented in their
classroomdesign and instruction. They can individualize the environment to meet the needs
of learnerswith disabilities and ensure appropriate opportunities to participate in literacy
activitiesavailable. Learners with diverse literacy experiences have difficulty making
connections
between old and new information. Structuring a classroom in a planned manner
thatimmerseslearners with disabilities in accessible literacy activities provides them with
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opportunitiesto create connections between oral and written language, thereby gaining access
tothegeneral education curriculum (Whitehurst, 2003).

Therole of the teacher is to facilitate all attempts at reading , writing, allowing learners of
varyingabilities to experience the different function and use of literacy activities skills for
mstancefor the visually impaired learners .the teacher has to

develop Braille reading and

writingskills. Teachers have a variety of methods of communicating

with learners by asking

questionslabeling objects and experiences with new vocabulary and offering practice to help
learnersremember and generalize new concepts and skills. Teaching staff plan activities so as
learnershave opportunities to integrate and extend their literacy knowledge by reading aloud,
listento others or tape recording and video tapes in reading comers (Cooper, 2007). Also, the
staffteach learners how to use the materials in their environment to promote interest and use
of literacy materials throughout

the classroom

(Connel,

2003).Another

method

officersintentionally making mistakes to demonstrate

editing and revising,

learners the importance

demonstrating

of making

(Whitehurst,2003), Therefore,

mistakes

while

involves

modeling for

the writing

process

no studies have been carried out about level of influence of

teachers'competency on challenges to learners with VI in reading and writing English Braille
gradeII, and more so, in Kisumu and Siaya Counties. It is for this reason that this study was
setto find out the level of influence of teacher competency of teachers ability in reading and
writingEnglish Braille grade II.

2.5 English Braill@ Grade II code Based Chall@ng@s
Likemany sighted learners who struggle to learn to read, a proportion of learners with visual
impairment has specific

difficulties

related to reading

that cannot

be easily explained,

Although some of these difficulties may stem from the complexity of the Braille code, they
should not be considered merely unavoidable

consequences
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of the use of such complicated

'urn of reading. Copping

& Brown (2006) have proposed

lexia Both the World Health Organization
1999) use a broad working definition

the existence

of Braille

(1993) and the British Psychological

of developmental

dyslexia

Society

with no exclusionary

criteria The term may be applied to individuals with sensory impairment such as blindness.
Researchon dyslexia has shown that the major deficit that causes literacy problem in dyslexia

lies in the phonological domain. One of the leading theories postulates that the fundamental
unpairmentthat directly causes phonological

trouble in dyslexia is a deficit in the temporal

informationprocessing (Stein & Walsh, 2000).

Thedevelopment of language and literacy in children with visual impairment
thatof learners~o

-

is similar to

~~ sighted, (Brings, 2007). Although learners who are visually impaired

showclear developmental delays in the production

of syllables and the acquisition

of their
(

first word, those

developmental

divergences

development.Generally, no differences

decline

during

the

course

of

further

can be confirmed when 10 or 50~word vocabularies

arecompared, (Bigelow, 2005 and Bring, 2007). Learners with visual impairment perform at
comparativelylower level as compared with
relatedtasks identifying, mispronounced

sighted learners on different words, language

word by age 5 and phonemic

fluency by age 15

(Koening& Holbrook, 2000).

Visualimpairment seriously challenges a learner who is in the process of learning a language
andbecoming literate. It has been argued that in the absence of vision, learners may have
moredifficulties in understanding
acquiring generalization
hypothesized that speech

concepts and the relationships

about language
perception

(Andersen

between concepts as well as

& Dun lea, 1993). It has also been

may be more complicated

without fundamental

input

fromlooking at mouth movement, (Miller, 2003) .Speech perception playa significant role in
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learningto read since it supports the proper phonological

representations

of sounds that are

presentin the language (Stein, 2000).

Thesame reciprocal interaction between
thathas been supported
or learners with

phonological

by individuals who are sighted,

visual

impairment.

awareness and reading
appear to be evident

acquisition

in individuals

Some studies have reported poorer phonological

awarenessin children with visual impairment,

(young, 2000), whereas others have found no

differenceof children who are blind and those who are sighted, (Dodd & Connell, 20(0).

In indilidwds ~vith visual impairment, their sense of vision is substituted for by the sense of
touchas a reading medium.
extract spatial information

People that learn to read Braille must acquire the ability to
from the subtle tactile

stimuli,

the acquisition

of phonome

graphemecorrespondence while learning to read initially depends on solid tactile recognition
I

of letters and words. Thus, tactile sensitivity

is essential to the reading process. Therefore,

Brailleis a matter of necessity rather than a luxury for learners with VI to acquire the ability
toread and write Braille (Basham, 2002).

Apart from the tactile nature of BraiUe, orthography also adds to the complexity of le.aming
to read (Millar, 2003). It has been demonstrated
Brailledeferrers with the development

that the logographic

of phonological

nature of contracted

awareness. The use of contractions, it

hasbeen claimed, prevents the possibility of auditory analysis and consequently
toproblems in syllabication,

contributes

(Dodd & Conn, 20(0).

Accordingto (Swenson & Andrew, 2(00) with simple materials and minimum time, teachers
of learners with visual impairment

can create a community

of Braille enthusiasts

classroom. Braille is no ionger a mysterious jumble of dots that are decipherable

in the
only by

learners who are blind. Rather it becomes a skill that everyone learns and enjoy together.
Braille literacy for the sighted classmates

builds a bridge between the blind and the sighted
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es, between general education and Special education and teachers of [earners with VI
helpto improve the standard Braille in future, when some of the young Braille users may
a career in the field of visual impairment.

iteall the described difficulties, most children with visual impairment who study Braille
learnthe Braille code. Because of the complexity and nature of Braille, Learners with VI
startreading later and are slow readers than are children who are sighted, (Dodd & Conn,

2(00) a proportion of children with VI, however, fail to master the skill despite remedial
efforts.Within the sighted population, the term developmental

dyslexia is mostly commonly

used inrelation to the failure to acquire the age-appropriate reading skills. Both phonological
awarenessand perception play a significant role in the process of learning to read Braille.
Learnerswho find it difficult to read Braille have been reported to have difficulties 'with the
lattertwo. The complexity of Braille code is blamed on the inability to read and write Braille

by mostlearners with VI (Coppins & Brown, 2006).
Theclassroomteachers have been struggling to teach Braille code with many rules to learners
whohave always complained
learnersto read age appropriate

about the same. This has made it almost impossible

for the

material. Braille readers have two codes to break compared

to their sighted peers who have one code to decode- print alone not print to Braille. In
additionthe sighted readers have many people in the environment

to help them "break" the

codeunlike the learners with VI who have no people to assist them in reading. Learners have
alwayscomplained about their inability to read Braille just like the teachers who teach them
expressthe views that Braille code is too difficult, (Texas, 2003).

Teachersof learners with visual impairment

must often teach a number of skills including

fingertactility and the use of technology such as computer with tests to speech screen access
software, and there is evidence that Braille instruction
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is not prioritized.

According to one

,most teachers spend more time teaching about assistive devices other than teaching
e reading and writing. These assistive
er recognition (OCR)

among

devices for instance

others

are

alternative

magnifiers

to difficulty

and optical
Braille

code

iencedby both teachers and learners. The latter are under the influence of teachers who
lainabout "difficulty of the Braille code" (Thirlow et al, 2001).

·tude about Braille, wmch is often based on myths and misconceptions
Ie alsobarriers to proper Braille instructions.

about the system

One of the major reasons for the increasing

illiteracyof the Blind and those with low vision is the historical

emphasis

on teaching

children
with a residual vision to read print. Most blind children have some residual vision;

they arelegaUybut not totally blind. But many learners who have residual vision cannot read

print fluently even with magnification,
headaches,and other problems;
leamer'svision degenerates

attempting

furthermore

to read print results

degenerating

eye conditions

in eye strain,

meaning that the

whenever they attempt to read Braille. Those with vision, as

SIght degenerates, they give up saying that Braille is difficult and tedious. Learners with low
vision are particularly at risk of not receiving appropriate instruction in Braille. These
Learnerstend to receive less direct service from teachers of blind learners and are surrounded

\\ith more emphasis on "vision" over non-visual skills and learning techniques. Additionally,
if Brailleis not introduced early, learner's motivation to accept Braille will greatly decrease
dueto frustration in learning Braille, which is termed as complicated

mode of reading and

writing(Lyon, 2009).

Thereare those wno view Braille as a stigma, and it isolates the learners

\VaO

use it from

peerswho use print, this is without foundation and has never been backed by any kind of
research , on the other hand the experiences
successfullyintroduced their young

readers

of parents

of blind

children

who have

and fought for inclusion of the system
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in the

child'seducation suggest that, when Braille is simplified and presented as a medium of
mstruction
and communication, reading and writing becomes fun for the family, children
readily
embrace the system. This cancels the notion of many who have graded Braille as a
"difficult"
code ultimately; all of these mistaken beliefs about Braille came down to low
expectations
of blind learners. Whether they will admit it or not, many of the sighted
Educators
and administrators charged with providing instruction to blind learners do not
believe
in the capacity of their learners or in the effectiveness of Braille
andotheralternative techniques used by learners with VI to live successful productive lives.
It hasto be noted that a little honest reflection about decline in Braille literacy suggests that
therealculprit in this scenario is the inadequate and inappropriate education of the special
educationteachers who are not competent or confident themselves in using Braille and who
alsobelievethat learners should not be expected to compete successfully in school or in life
(Jacobs,2009).
Anothermisconception about Braille that has contributed to the decline in English Braille
gradeII reading and writing is the idea of reading Braille which is always slower and
challengingthan print. While some studies suggest that Braille is more difficult than print and
challengingbecause of its 189 English group signs and letter combinations that may reduce
the size of Braille books by making it possible to put more Braille on a page instead of
spellingeach word out letter by letter, unreliable studies tend to be anecdotal. However,
thereare those who have found that Braille is an efficient and effective reading medium.
Furthermore,the experience of Braille instructors shows that reading speed exceeding 200
wordsper minute is possible when learners have learned Braille at an early age (Danielson,
2006).
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h isoftensaid that technology substitutes the need for hand Braille. The inability of text to
speech
technologyand audio texts, for example, it is advanced as an argument against the use
ofBraille.The use of speech output and recorded books is a way for learners to gain
information,
but it does not teach them reading and writing skills. Learners, who normally
relysolelyon listening as a medium of learning, usually find themselves deficient in areas
likespelling and composition. When such learners are asked to read hand Braille they
normallycomplain of difficulties they encounter with the same. Most teachers of learners
\\1thVI agree that technology should be used as supplement to Braille rather than as a
replacement,even though as cited above, many of them spend more instructional time
working
withtechnology than teaching Braille.
Noonewould seriously suggest alternative sources of information like Television and radio
wouldreplacethe need for a sighted child to learn to read; the same should be true of Braille
(Wells~jensen(2003).

Despite the English Braille grade

n

code Based Challenges

experiencedglobally, there is need to establish any inherent challenges belying the code
difficultiesexperienced by learners with VI in Kisumu and Siaya counties, with regard to
readingand writing English Braille grade II.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

explicitlydescribes the methods that were used to carry out this research study.
. edunder:Research design, area of study, study population, sample and sampling
employed.Also highlighted include instruments of data collection, data collection
anddata analysis, in the sequence outlined.
t.1I'th Design

study employed descriptive survey research design to find out challenges faced by
withvisual impairment in reading and writing English Braille grade II in special
.' Schoolsin Kisumu and Siaya Counties. The descriptive survey research design
es collectionof data from a sample of a population with respect to one or more
les(Best& Kahn, 2006). This design was more reliable in giving desired information
answersto the research questions under study, through the purposefulh

designed

ionnairesand interview schedules. This was premised on the fact that an ideal sample
uIation
givesinformation about the whole population. Survey design is also advantageous
~e

it is simple and easy to administer; because questionnaire, "allows collection of

ICCUrate
informationin a relatively shorter period of time" (Nyewebi, 2009). The use of
descriptive
survey design enabled the researcher to access accurate information easily, seek
opinions,
describe, analyze, and interpret information easily and clearly. It's appropriately
linkedresearchconcepts and questions with the study, thus making it the most ideal design
andmoreparticularlyfor the area of study in question.
3J Area of Stud}'
Thisstudy was conducted in Kisumu and Siaya counties in the lake region located 385
kilometers
from Nairobi. Lake Region is situated at longitudes 34° 291 and 46(}01 East of the
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meridianand latitude 026 and 0° 44 degrees south of the equator (Kenya Gazette,

legion is bordered by Rift valley to the North East, Western region to the West. Lake

is the 5th largest region in Kenya. It had a population of5,725,744

(5.7 million) as per

999 census,within an area of 16,162 kilometers square. This region is one of the poorest
witha poverty index of 63%, with most people surviving on less than a dollar per

and Siaya counties have a total of 9 special schools namely: Joyiand Special, School
Schoolfor the Blind, Lutheran Special Sch for MH, Maseno School
Schfor the Deaf Blind, Maseno Mixed Special Unit, Equator-round

for the Deaf,
Special school,

Oda Schoolfor the Blind, Nyangoma School For Deaf out of which only two schools are

1hevisually impaired learners, one in each of the counties. The study was therefore
out in two selected Special primary schools for the VI, Kibos School for the Blind in
Countyand St. Oda school for the blind primary in Siaya County

with a population

(968,909 people) in Kisumu and (842,304 people) in Siaya. Out of these, 47A% of the
in Kisumu and 35.3% of people in Siaya live under extreme poverty. The area has
attractionfeatures such as Ndere National Park, Kit Mikaye, and Lake Victoria, which
esa livelihood for most of the residents in the area The climate is mainly tropical with

ien brought about by the differences in attitude and its proximity to the Lake. It's hot
wetmost of the times. Farming is the main economic activity ranging from small scale to
scalefarming; the latter mostly refers to sugar cane. Food crops grown include maize,
sorghum,cassava, and groundnuts.

g is done on the shores of Lake Victoria and fish ponds for fish keeping are available.
areaexperiences floods every rainy season. This, therefore,
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means that water borne

diseases are common

for example

bilharzia,

typhoid,

and cholera

therefore,suggests that such diseases can also be opportunistic

among others. This,

sources of blindness and other

visualimpairment.

Tradeis also practiced. especially fish baying and selling. There are other commodities

of the

tradelike food crops, but fish is the major item of commerce in the region. It is worth noting
thatfishing on Lake Victoria, has greatly promoted HIV/Aids infection in the area, as most
fishermentend to oppress the poor women who buy fish from them on condition that they
musthave sex with them before they get the commodity fish, hence the high rate of

HIV IAids

infectionresulting into many orphans, widows and widowers, including blindness in some
cases;usually arising as a side-effect of the Anti-Retroviral

Drugs used by the patient.

Miningand quarrying activities are done in the region, mostly in the southern part of the
Lakearea

Livestockkeeping is also practiced in the area but the quality of the livestock kept does not
generateenough income

to the residents;

productionis very low. The presence

they mostly

keep indigenous

of sugar cane growing

and fish

breeds

whose

f-arms areas has

necessitatedthe presence of industries in the region. This implies that prostitution is rampant,
sesuallytransmitted diseases are common. It is therefore right to conclude that most cases of
nsualimpairments are as a result of STDs infection to the children from the mothers during
pregnancy.

Despitethe area having favorable conditions for farming, food shortage is. common with most
peoplehaving single meal per day; medical

services

especiallyto those living in rural areas. Pregnant
prenatalclinics. It is possible to conclude

are inaccessible

mothers walk long distances to attend

that poverty prevalence
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to most residents,

of water masses and

maccessible
medical services are the major possible contributors to visual impairments

in the

arra

Accordingto a report by the Centre for Strategic

and International

Studies, (201 0) the

numberoflearners with visual impairment in Lake Region stands at about 1232 (Ministry of
Education,
2(03)

Generallyinfrastructure in the Lake Region is average as there are a lot of modem buildings
comingup mostly in the provincial headquarters.

Most of the roads are worn out, but some

arebeingrepaired gradually depending on the government
lakeRegion,there are 3 modes of transportation

a location to the province.

In the

namely:

Transportby roads, carriage by air to all countries of the world due to the expansion
Kisumuairport and transport by water mostly to the neighboring

of

countries of Uganda and

Tanzania and transport by train along the great East African railway.
Thereforethe study is done in Kisumu and Siaya counties because they have the highest
numberof learners with visual impairment (1,232) as well as hosting the two special primary
schoolsin the former Nyanza province (MOE, 2003).

3.4Study Population
Thestudy was carried out in two special primary schools for learners with VI in the lake
regionnamely: Kibos School for the blind and St. Oda

AlUOI.

The target population was 2

beadteachers, 54 teachers, and 162 learners who were totally blind.

3.5Sample and Sampling Techniques
Saturatedsampling was used to select 147 learners out of 162,49

teachers out of 54 and 2

headteachers (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003). It is worth noting that among the 54 teachers
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whowere purposively chosen, some were teaching other subjects apart from Braille as a

Table 1. Population and Sample Frame
Target population

Sample selected

Percentage

Headteachers

2

2

100

Teachers

54

49

90.74

Learners

162

147

90.74

3.6Instruments of Data Collection
Thestudyused questionnaire,

interview, and lesson observation schedules as the tools of data

collection.These instruments

were selected with regard to the information to be collected,

timeavailable and objectives of the study.

Thequestionnaire is the best suited for the study as it can be administered

to a large

populationof respondents in a short period of time with not extra personnel (Creswell, 2003).
Theuse of questionnaire

allowed the researcher

to explore areas of questioning

to the

respondentto get first-hand information about the objectives of the study. Three types of the
questionnaireswere used for head teachers, teachers, and the learners.

3.6.1Head teadlers, Teachers and Learners Questionnaires
Forteachers and head teachers, the questionnaire

was divided into three sections. Section A

ofthequestionnaire contained questions on attitude, section B contained questions on school
environment,section C contained questions on teacher's
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competence,

and finally, section D

contained
questions on complexity

of the Braille code as shown in appendix

A and B

respective!
y.

3.6.2Leamer's Questionnaire
Forlearners' questionnaire,

section A, contained

question

on Braille

code, section B,

questions
on reading words written in Braille grade Il, and section C, was dictation on writing

using Braille grade II as shown in appendix C, section C. A111earners in upper primary were
tested on basic Braille grade II to ascertain their ability to read and write English Braille
gradeII material, since it is the standard grade of Braille recommended

for upper primary

classes.

3.6.3Observation Schedule
LessonObservation Schedule, on the other hand, was used during observation

in class. This

allowed
the researcher to see for herself the relevant details in class that makes reading and
writing
of Braille pose diverse challenges to learners with visual impairment, (Connel, 2003),
andfurther

reaffirms

that class observation

allows

a researcher

to see exactly

what

respondents
actually do rather than say what they do.

3.6.4Interview Schedule
Interviewguide was administered

to few respondents

with a purpose of collecting in-depth

information
which is also qualitative.

3.7Validity of the Research Instruments.
Afterpre-testing, the research instruments
pecialEducation, Maseno University,

were presented

to experts in the department

who were conversant

of

with the topic of study. The

recommendationsmade were used to correct the observed errors before the questionnaires
wereadministered in the field for data collection after thorough validation
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by the experts.

andcontent validity were used to verify the accuracy of the research instruments used in

Reliability of the Research Instruments
'abilityof the research tools in this study was established

through test-retest

A sample

population
of 15 students and 5 teachers not included in the study was presented with the
fJeStionnaires.Pearson product
telationship
for the learner's

moment correlations

revealed

0.75, and teachers'

questionnaires,

a high positive

significant

questionnaires

0.12 at p-

l8lueofO.05as recommended by Best and Kahn (2006).

19 Data Collection Procedures
Research
permit was obtained

from the Ministry of Education

Science and Technology

(M.o.E.S.T) through the school of graduate studies Maseno University. A courtesy call at the
County
Director of Education office, Sub- County Director of Education Officer's Office and

die headteachers' offices in the two counties was thereafter done. Schools were then visited
by the researcher to carry out classroom
questionnaires.
For learners' questionnaire,

observation

and to distribute

in a single sitting, during which the researcher

monitored
the task to ensure no consultations

were done arnong the learners. For teachers'

the questionnaire

and gave teachers two weeks to

fill itafterwhich she collected. The interview schedule was administered
ofthetwo schools, while observation

the

the researcher with the help of research assistants

guided
the learners to fill the questionnaire

questionnaire,
the researcher administered

interviews

to the head teachers

was carried out on different days to ensure that the

collected
information was adequate in content.

110 Data Analysis
Data was organized using descriptive
percentages,
standard deviations

statistics

which included

among others. Classroom

frequency

observations

counts, means,

on the challenges

faced
by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing English Braille grade IT was
putin tallies and frequencies.

Qualitative data collected from interviews were organized to themes and sub-themes as they
emerged
and reported.

Quantitative

data was collected
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using questionnaires

and analyzed

usingdescriptive statistics in form of frequency counts, percentages,
the Likertscale scores,

and means. In scoring

positive statements was awarded as follows: Strongly agree (SA)- 5

points,Agree (A)-4 points, Undecided

(U)- 3 points, Disagree (D)- 2 points and Strongly

Disagree
(SD)-l point.
Intheinterpretation of the scores above three implied positive attitude, while a score of three
implieda neutral attitude while that below three implied negative attitude. Pearson Product
MomentCorrelation was carried out to determine the relationship
readingEnglish Braille grade II and attitude, the environment,
andteacherbased challenge.
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between performance

in

Braille code based challenges,

CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

views presented in this chapter are analyzed from the feedback obtained during data
ectionthat included

questionnaires,

interview

schedule,

observations,

and document

ysis.The findings are presented according to the objectives of the study, beginning with
responsereturn rate, and finally the objectives of the study. Results are presented in tables
inferencesmade using 99% and 95% confidence intervals. Beginning with the response

the results are presented as follows:
Return Response Rate
. was obtained by evaluating sample size return response. All teachers, head teachers, and
rs'with VI were considered during the research and the results presented

goryof Respondents

teachers

lamers

as follows:

Total population

Return Response

Percentage

2

2

100

49

41

84

147

135

92

e: Field Data, 2014
The results in table 2 show that majority

(92.0%) of the respondents

gave full feedback

. g data collection. This translates into head teachers, 41 out of the 49 teachers and 135
amersout of the total147. This is an good sample return rate as it gives information that is
Jdiable,
implying that the response was adequate. Given that 92% is the provided valid data

the study, the data was therefore

analyzed

enda(2003).
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as recommended

by Mugenda

and II in

Attitude Based Challenges
~ to findingout the learner attitude based challenges faced by learners with VI in
11K!

writingEnglish grade selected special primary schools, the researcher sought to

learners' attitude based on teachers' perception. The specific items included,
learnersenjoyed reading Braille, tests preferred between oral and written exams,
oftimefor Braille on the timetable, learner's belief of Braille grade II, and whether
complainedabout Braille code contractions. The results are presented in table 4.2 as

1 Leamer's Attitude towards Reading and Writing English Braille Grade II
SD
batereading and writing Braille grade IT
find it comfortable
,ade II material.

to read and write

want more time allocated to learn
andwriting Braille grade IT.
be
feel that reading and writing
fromthe time table.
in this school have peers at home who
JIraillegrade II
in the s 001 have difficulty to use
technology
ing and writing Braille

D
F(%)

U
F(%)

A

SA

F(%)

F(%)

F(%)

3(7.3)

29(70.7)

2(4.9)

4(9.8)

3(7.3)

2.3

9(22.0)

23(56.1 )

6(14.6)

3(7.3)

2.3

2(4.9)

i9(46.3)

2(4.9)

12(29.3)

6(14.6)

3.0

6(14.6)

14(34.1)

4(9.8)

9(22.0)

8(19.5)

3.0

3(7.3)

11(26.8)

4(9.8)

15(36.6)

8(19.5)

3.3

7(17.1)

16(39.0)

3(7.3)

10(24.4)

5(12.2)

2.7

5(12.2)

15(36.6)

1(2.4)

15(36.6)

5(12.2)

3.0

3(7.3)

21(51.2)

3(7.3)

9(22.0)

5(12.2)

3.4

8(19.5)

23(56.1)

4(9.8)

6(14.6)

M

n
reading and writing is affected by other
subjects
in this school complain about Braille

n
copynotes dictated by teachers

mean

2.1
2.8

resultsin table 3, indicate that most learners, (71 %) did not enjoy reading Braille grade 1I
'al. Thiscould be as a result of their negative attitudes towards reading Braille grade II.
, oyer three-quarters (78%) of them preferred oral to written test items during
, . ations.It also emerged clearly from the results that slightly over half (51.2%) of the
rsunderscoredthat limited time was provided for Braille grade II on the timetable; an
thatimplied inadequate teaching of the Braille grade II. Majority of them (75.6%)
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that they copied dictated notes in Braille grade II. Over half of the sampled teachers
1%) conceded very limited use of Information Technology

in teaching and learning of

e gradeII. However, considering an overall score of 56% on the Leamer Attitude item,
evidentthat majority of the learners confirmed a negative attitude towards Braille grade
e.Consequently, this deficiency continues to compromise their mastery of Braille grade

Interviewwith the sampled head teachers revealed that attitude was a significant problem
s the acquisition of reading and writing English Braille grade II among learners with

The head teacher, S1. Oda Aluor School for the Blind observed that:
"Currently, we have realized that the main problem with the learners is their
negativeattitude towards Braille due to its many rules that are complicated and
numerous contractions.

These contractions and norms are many, so even the

learnersget confused on how to use or apply them. In fact, we had a bright learner
who literally hated Braille and yet he was blind, and so it was difficul: for him to
learn.He developed a negative attitude and eventually we had to involve him in
internal Guidance and Counseling and external counselors from the Counsel of
Persons with Disability. At the end of his primary circle, the learner changed his
attitudeand scored 390 marks in the year 2010. "

From thefindings, it is clear that the Braille code has many rules and contractions which are
easilyunderstood by learners; hence they get confused on how to apprehend them This

eventually leads to a negative attitude among the same learners. This findings also imply that

fie learners' attitude is an important factor in learning English Braille grade II, thus when
learners
develop positive attitude, they are bound to perform better and this is why the cited
learner
improved and performed better on change of attitude from negative to positive. When
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isa changein attitude from negative to positive, the learner's ability to acquire Braille
IIskillsand good performance improves and therefore they no longer fmd a problem in
gthemanyrules and Braille contractions. When the learners develop positive attitude,
willinglyengage in listening reading and liking English Braille grade II. Activities in a
ofmasteringBraille grade II skill, therefore ",'hen tested, they are likely to excel. This
ionshowsthat negative attitude has stood out as one of the major factors that hinder
's abilityin gaining competencies in Braille grade II. These findings are in line with
ofDanielson,(2006) with other renowned proponents (Com and Koenig, 2002; Hong,
; Koenigand Holbrook, :2000~)who share the view that Braille literacy is declining
eofthenegative attitude of the learners towards reading and writing Braille Grade II.
BrailleGrade Preference among Learners with VI
orderto find out the Braille grade that learners preferred, they were asked to state the
Iegradeduring an interview. The results were coded and presented as shown in table 4.
4. Grade of Braille Preferred
Frequency

Percent

109/135

80.7

261135

19.3

results intable 4, reveal that majority of the learners preferred grade Braille I to Braille
From theresults, a whooping majority (81 %) of the learners indicated that they preferred
egrade1, which is used by lower classes 1-3 which is far below them, while a peltry
~%ofthe learners indicated that they preferred Braille grade II which is appropriate for
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primarylearners. This is an indication that learners had adverse attitude and dreaded
gradeII.

Relationship between Attitude and Score on Reading Braille Grade II
establishthe relationship between the learners'

preference for Braille grade Il and their

g on writing Braille grade II, a simple cross tabulation was carried out as shown in

Me5. Cross Tabulation between Reading Braille Grade II and Leamer Attitude

Total

Read

you like the Braille

writing

Yes

Below 50 %

above 50%

3

7

10

99

26

125

102

33

135

ipment available in your School
No

Total

Spearman's rho (rs)" 12.136,

p"'".OOO

Theresults indicated that the 5, students who liked the Braille writing equipment

scored

Wow 50 % while 99 of the pupils who did not like it score above 50%. On the other hand, 7
thestudents who preferred the Braille machines got above 50% while 26 of those who did
III likethe machines

scored above 50%. The overall total number of the learners who scored

Below50% was 102 (75.6%) of the entire sampled learners while those who scored above
~Io were 33 (24.4%). Spearman's

rank correlation
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value (rho) was 12.136, which was

cantat alpha level 0.05. This shows that there is a relationship between the attitude of
learners
and their academic performance. Learners who had a negative attitude towards
grade II had low performance while those who had positive attitude had high
rmance.However, pupils who had a positive attitude were very few as compared to
who had a negative attitude towards the Braille machines, thus leading to low overall

ormancein the reading Braille grade II. These results agree with those of Danielson
) whofound out that Braille literacy is declining because of the perception of the
rs towardsreading and writing Braille. Another study also done by the Foundation of
·an Braille (1994) stated that negative attitude towards Braille by learners may be
by lack of a well-structured curriculum and Braille readiness activities. This makes
rs feelthat Braille is not significant and, therefore, ignore it. Contrary to these findings
roughton
(1992) cited in Hong (2004) findings which revealed that more participants read
m rapidlysubcontracted Braille compared to contracted Braille which works against the
at which one reads and writes and that poor reading was more dependent on teachers
bn attitude.This implies that to some extent, other factors tend to contribute more to poor
aling and writing of English Braille grade II, but attitude remains the most significant

~or thatcauses poor skill acquisition in English Braille grade II. This, therefore, indicates
flat attitudeis one of the major challenges towards reading and writing English Braille grade
I Theseresults also dearly imply that negative attitude has highly posed a challenge
rJwards
learning Braille grade II, which thus leads to low performance. Most learners feel

!hat reading and writing Braille grade II is tedious, because of its many rules and
contractions.
This makes learners lose interest and lack of enjoyment towards Braille
material.
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Environmental Challenges

orderto find out the Environment

based challenges faced by learners with VI in reading

writingof Braille Grade II in special primary schools, teachers were asked to share their
'ons on the same. Among the factors considered were the number of teachers, teacherratio,usage of computers, story books in Braille in the school library, use of teaching

and themutual relationship among learners.
resultsare presented as shown in table 4.6.

6.wming En\iromrrent
environment
this school, learners have enough
. sforreadingand writing Braille
thisschool,there are enough teachers who
Braille
Ibisschool learner's ratio to that of
isover10:1
Ibisschoollearners use computers and
iter
school has enough storybooks in
einthelibrary
in this school use teaching aids
Brnillelessons
schoolsupport services are offered to
whoread and write using Braille
Ibisschool,all teachers are competent to
Braille
Ibisschool,there are enough ramp and
ys
thisschool sighted learners read tor
withVI.

SD

D

U

A

SA

F(%)

F(%)

F(%)

F(%)

F(%)

MEAN

10(24.4)

20(48.80)

1(2.40)

8(19.50)

2(4.9)

2.3

3.(7.3)

21(51.2)

3(7.3)

6(14.6)

8(19.5)

2.9

15(36.6)

11(26.8)

3(7.3)

3(7.3)

9(22.0)

2.4

14(34.1)

13(31.7)

2(4.9)

10(24.4)

2(4.9)

2.3

9(22.0)

16(39.0)

2(4.9)

8(19.5)

6(14.6)

3.0

8(19.5)

14(34.1)

4(9.8)

10(24.4)

5(12.2)

2.8

9(22.0)

12(29.3)

5(12.2)

13(31.7)

2(4.9)

2.7

11(26.8)

15(36.6)

3(7.3)

6(14.6)

6(14.6)

2.5

14(34.1)

8(19.5)

6(14.6)

12(29.3)

1(2.4)

2.5

5(12.2)

12(29.3)

1(2.4)

15(36.6)

8(19.5)

3.2

I

2.7

: SD-Strongly Disagree,

D-Disagree,

U-Undecided,

A-Agree, SA-Strongly

theresults in table 6, majority of the teachers, 21 (65.8%)

Agree

of the sampled respondents

eed that in this school learners use computers and typewriters and that learner's ratio to
ofteachers is over 10:1 as perceived by (58.5%)

of the teachers. In addition, the school

nothave competent teachers to teach English Braille grade II, and there were few story
ksinBraille, (39.0%) most of them observed. The findings also revealed that the schools
nothave enough ramps and pathways as revealed by (53.6%) of the teachers, (34.1 %) and
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119.5%)
strongly disagreed

and disagreed

respectively.

The overall results show that the

school
environment did not favor learners' instruction and communication

in English Braille

pie II. This study agree with previous studies such as (Pressley, 2005) which c-Oncluded

bt classroom has to have labels with words and pictures everywhere so that learners
constantly
connect written language with

The thingsthey represent, teachers have to display these labels based on learners' needs and
mterests
to provide children with disabilities

support in the classroom

(Pressley, 2005). In

.!dition,Frieman (2004) found out that many Scholars and other concerned personnel about
theBraillestandards look at teacher's

caseload as a big influence to have the learners learn

Braille.
Many of such teachers attend to more than 6 learners per day which does not allow
themto have adequate

time to carry out individual

instruction.

Teachers

have always

IItributed
that inability to instruct Braille to heavy case load, teachers, therefore, atgue that
100 muchcase

load work down their competence. They suggest that the numbers of learners

theyattendto be reduced to four per day, an idea the administrators
dIis will transform

have rejected saying that

many instructors into idlers. This reveals much about the influence of the

alvironment
on leraning and reading English Braille grade

II.

4.4.1
Relationship between En\'ironmcnt and Learners Performance
Inorder to establish the relationship

between

learning

resources/material

and learners

performance,
first, learners were asked to indicate the number of storybooks they read with
respect
to the availability of these books in Braille in school and teachers efforts to encourage
dlemread
the books. The results were presented in table 4.7 as shown.
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rable7. Number of Story Books
~umber

of
Percent

Valid Percent

90

66.7

66.7

34

25.2

25.2

8

5.9

5.9

3

2.2

2.2

135

100.0

100.0

llorybooks

Total

Frequency

Theresults in table 7 indicate that majority of the learners 90(66.7%) did not read books at
all,34(25.2%) read one book in a week, 8(5.9%) read 2 books in a week, and 3(2.2%) read 3

OOoksin a week. In this case, scarcity of reading is largely dependent on the availability of
Ibe booksin the school, which in turn contributes

to a better environment

!ChooL
This is an indication that the school environment

for learners in

was of a significant

challenge to

learners
with VI.

U.2Relationsbipbetween

Resources

In orderto establish the relationship

and Performance

between Performance

and Availability

Pearson correlation coefficient was carried out as shown in table 4.8.
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of the resources,

8. Correlation between Number of Story Books Read and Performance
Read
Number

of

story

'written

books read in a week

1-20

In

word

Write

Braille

words

mixed grade

the
m

given
Braille

grade two

story

1

word
Mitten In

Braille

0.460**

1

0.501**

0.881 **

mixed
grade

Write the
J'Ords

ill

given
Braille

1

grade
two

Table8, Presents the results of the findings. The results indicate that there is a moderate
positivesignificant

relationship

between

performance

in both writing

and reading

and

availabilityof the resources at the school. According to Kothari (2003) a correlation of 0.40.69is a moderate correlation,

0.7-0.8 is a high correlation.

bookshad a strong positive

significant

association

For instance, Number of story

of (r=O.460,

p<O.Ol) and (r=O.501,

p<O.Ol) for reading and writing respectively. From these results, it can be deduced that low
performancewas largely contributed to by the scarcity of the resources.

In addition, an mzerview
anotherenvironmental

with the head teacher of Kibos School for the blind, revealed

factor that contributed to the inability to read and write Braille grade

n. He noted,
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"Braille textbooks are very expensive, and they are not readily available as they are
produced by ABC publishers only. Braille writing equipment such as Braille
machines and other equipment are not enough. Technology is not suffictent to
enable all the learners benefit from the machines. In addition, teachers are few
hence large numbers of learners to teacher ratio which even makes the environment
more difficultfor learners with VI"
romthehead teacher's views, it is clear that learners with VI are greatly disadvantaged
~theunfavorable environment

due

that limits their ability to read and write Braille grade II.

When
learners with VI fail to get access to the required favourable

environment

that can

IIpporttheir
learning, they remain helpless, and therefore the chances of gaining simple basic
ii1lsremain rare. This could be the reason as to why these challenges remain a problem to
Boers with VI. The current

results

concur

with Quigly

(2000)

findings

that a rich

Ilvironment
has a significant role to play in the reading and writing of English Braille grade
I Schoolsinsist that for any proper learning to take place, the learner must be supplied with

1\ thatcan support learning including technology.

In addition to the present findings,

Ift'erentstudy on the same found that the literacy development
lIlpaired
depends heavily on the children caretakers
mmpensating
for the absence of spontaneous
By interesting and stimulating

III evenknow

of children who are visually

and teachers who are responsible

of books and reading is likely to be more

reading medium, such as Braille, than a child who does

that oral language can be written down (Erickson

ki-efore,clear that environment

for

interaction with written language. A child with

experiences

motivated
to acquire a complicated

a

& Hatlen, 2001).

It is,

plays a crucial role in reading and writing English Braille

pie II among learners with visual impairment in Kenya
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4.5.Teacher Based Challenges

Thestudy sought to establish teacher based challenges faced by learners with VI in reading
andwriting English Braille Grade II in selected special primary schools. This specifically
entailedassessing teacher's
Specificitems considered

competency

in teaching

and dealing with learners

with VI.

included; training in Braille grade II, learning of Braille in the

schoolby the teachers, carrying of individual instruments

during Braille lessons, mastery of

Braillerules, remedial teaching, Braille literacy among others. The results are presented in
table9.

Table9. Competency

of Teachers

Allteachers in this school are trained to
teachBraille grade II
Readingand writing problems are caused
by developmental delays among learners
with visual impairments
All untrained teachers learned teaching
Braillefrom this school
In this school teachers carry out individual
teaching aids instruments
during Braille
lessons
In this school teachers have not mastered
Braillerules
In this school teachers carry out remedial
teachingdaily

Inthis SCl.l00l., teachers are well equipped to
teachpre-Braille activities
Allteachers are Braille literate
Teacherswho carry out remedial
alwayspost good results
Overallmean

teaching

SD

D

SA

f(%)

U
f(%)

A

f(%)

f(%)

f(%)

10(24.4)

26(63.4)

1(2.4)

3(7.3)

1(2.4)

2.0

11(26.8)

10(24.4)

3(7.3)

12(29.3)

5(12})

2.8

5(12.2)

19(46.3)

3(7.3)

11(26.8)

3(7.3)

2.7

7(17.1)

22(53.7)

4(9.8)

7(i7.1)

1(2.4)

2.3

3(7.3)

5(12.2)

5(12.2)

22(53.7)

6(14.6)

3.6

8(19.5)

25(61.0)

2(4.7)

4(9.8)

2(4.9)

2.2

sa 9.5)

l7(4L5)

3(7.3)

W(Z4.4)

3(7.3)

3.0

12(29.3)
3(7.3)

17(41.5)
19(46.3)

4(9.8)
2(4.9)

7(17.1)
9(22.0)

1(2.4)
8(19.5)

2.1
2.3

M

2.3

The results in table 9. revealed that a cumulative 26.8% of the respondents disagree that
teachersin these schools are not trained to teach Braille grade 11,63.4% disagreed as reported

by 90.2%. The outcome also shows that untrained teachers did not learn Braille from the
school,19 (46.3%) of the respondents affirmed, that teachers do not carry individual teaching
andteaching aids during Braille lessons as revealed by 29 (10.8%). In addition, the findings
furtherreveal that teachers don't perform remedial teaching on English Braille as supposed
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33(80.5%).As stated by 22 (53. i%) learners of the sampled respondents. A surprising
Bling wasthat almost all teachers were not denied teaching learners well on Braille literacy
reportedby 70.8% of them, who further classified teachers as illiterate. Teachers who
.'outremedial teaching do not always post good results as reported by 22(53.6%) of the
tachers.
The
findingsare not far from Abilu (2004) findings •.vhich assert that many Braille teachers
Ie notfamiliar with

the English Braille code and mathematical notation, so they are unable

~motivatelearner's interest towards Braille grade II. In addition, Amato (2002) concluded
IlOther
study of standards and criteria for competency in Braille literacy within teacher
,reparation
programs. This study took a comprehensive look at the content of teacher's
,reparation
programs relevant to Braille literacy and found that most teachers were not
~e

in English Braille grade II. This is a clear indication that a significant number of

achersof the visually impaired learners are not properly trained on how to teach the
mers with visual impairment hence incompetent, thus leading to a decline of Braille
literacy
among the Braille users. Furthermore, during a researcher's observation, the study
revealed
that the teachers were not competent to support learners with profound blindness in
~uisitionof Braille grade Il skills.
Atoneof the school for the visually impaired Thursday morning at 8.00 am in class 6,when
!he teacherstepped in class for English Braille lesson without any resources. He greeted the
students
and began teaching the lesson of that day. The learners were so bored, and their
participation
was so minimal. Nevertheless, the teacher proceeded to teach. The lesson lasted
for20 minutesafter which the teacher walked out of the class.
The teacher's mode of introducing the lesson was not appropriate, he entered the class and
lDIffiediately
began teaching without reviewing the previous lesson for connectivity between
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ious andpresent lesson. That was a poor mode of introducing the lesson, and thus the
couldbe termed to be incompetent, therefore, the le.arners were confused and did not

pale in learning, a result of incompetence. The teachers had no any material and
of work and records of work, an indication of unpreparedness, which led to the
etionof the lesson in a span of 20 minutes. The results reveal a total deficiency of
encyamong the teachers teaching English Braille grade II in special primary schools

teacherscomments in their interview on teacher's competency in teaching English
Iegrade II were similar. It clearly emerged that not all teachers were able to teach
IegradeII yet they were trained. Only a few were able to effectively teach learners with

One of the head teachers, from the selected school for the Blind made the following

"Most of the teachers are only able to teach Braille grade 1. They are not
comfortable assisting learners on Braille grade 11. In fact, most of them prefer to
teach other subjects rather than Braille since they are insecure about their own
knowledge of it. Most teachers are not competent. TIley are less experienced and for
this reason we need more teachers from the government, who are well trained. "

These
commentsare clear as seen from the head teacher's point of view. These:findings mean
!bat teachersare not competent enough to teacher Braille grade II since most of them are
comfortable
teaching Braille grade 1. In addition, they elope teaching braille code language
lid

insteadprefer teaching other subjects as revealed. Thus they are incompetent and learners

are proneto more difficulties related to teacher competency. When teachers express inability
tohandlelearners in Braille code based language, learners may not be able to gain this skills
ontheirown since they need proper guidance. This leads the learners into a difficult situation
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reducingthem into incapable learners, which is a great challenge. Most of the teachers in
schools,are also not well experienced in teaching learners with VI. With regard to the
'onin South Africa, apart from the limited in-service training programs for teachers
. g Braille offered by south African National Council for the Blind together with
latedinitiatives at few schools for the learners who are blind, educators responsible for
'lIeinstructionsare left to struggle on their own .This study's findings are similar to the
IS whichrevealed that educators find it difficult to be enthusiastic about Braille if they

insecureabout their own knowledge of it (Com & Koenig, 2002). In Kenya, the situation
notdifferent. Even though Kenya Institute of Special Education and a number of
\"ersities
are training teachers to teach learners with disabilities, still these institutions have
managedto train adequate number of teachers of learners with visual impairments who
2.5% of the total population of 3950000, (KNBS, 2009) . This thus implies that teachers
Ienotcompetent enough to teach learners with VI in reading and writing English Braille
plerr.
4.6Braille Code Based Challenges
To establishthe

Braille code based challenges to learners with visual impairment in reading

IKIwritingEnglish grade II, the researcher sought views from the teachers as well as
amers.Some of the items teachers were asked

included; ability of the learners in the

Khools
to read and write English Braille grade II; whether learners complained ofthe Braille
rules;
prioritygiven to Braille; preference of print/ Braille in the school and time allocated for
Braille
inschool time table. The results are presented as shown in table 4.11 :
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Ible 10. Braille Code Based Challenges

learnersin this school can read and write
IDilIegradeIl
lEers in this school complain of Braille rules
1hisschool Braille is not given first priority
Ibisschool. learners with VI prefer print to
IDilIebecause Braille is tedious,
Ibt learners in this school do not complete
6eirassignments in Braille grade II
Ibt learners in this school frequently borrow
IDillestory books from the library
Mostlearnersin this school do not like Braille
II this school, Braille is not slotted in the
Ihooltimetable
~thisschool, library lessons are slotted in the
dJooltime table
iI this school notes lID the notice boards are
lrittenin Braille grade two
Oierallmean

Braillecode challenges

SD
f(O/O
12(29.3)

D
f(O/O)
16(39.0)

U
f(%)
2(4.9)

A

SA

1\1

f(O/O)
10(24.4)

f(O/O)
1(2.4)

2.3

1(2.4)
1(2.4)
4(9.8)

11(26.8)
13(31.7)
8(19.5)

4(9.8)
5(12.2)
3(7.3)

20(48.8)
15(36.6)
18(43.9)

5(12.2)
7(17.1)
8(19.5)

3.4
3.3
2.6

6(14.6)

6(14.6)

21(51.2)

8(19.5)

4.0

7(17.1)

21(51.2)

3(7.3)

10(24.4)

3(7.3)
6(14.6)

7(17.1)
20(48.8)

5(12.2)
5(12.2)

18(43.9)
6(14.6)

8(19.5)
4(9.8)

4.0
2.6

4(9.8)

22(53.7)

2(4.9)

9(22.0)

4(9.8)

2.7

9(22.0)

23(56.1)

2(4.9)

2(4.9)

5(12.2)

2.2

2.4

2.4

were clear as obtained

from the results in table 10, the results

indicatesthat, about two-thirds (68%) of teachers perceived their learners as unable to read
andwrite English Braille grade II.

Three in every four of the teachers

conceded

that

informationon the school notice board was not posted in Braille grade Il,However, teachers
didnot complain of Braille grade II as reported

by 20 (48.8%) of them, but 23 (56.1)

disagreedwriting notes in Braille grade II. The majority of the learners did not like Braille
coderoles and contraction

as indicated

by18 (43.9%) of the teachers.

\\~thVI did not complete their assignments

in Braille grade Il as reported by 21 (51.2%) of

teachers,and were not able to read Braille story books, 21(51.2%)
generalimplication

In addition learners

is that learners faced a lot of challenges

teachers agreed.

The

with Braille grade Il, and

therefore,this affected their ability to read and writing English in Braille grade II. In addition.,
mostteachers had challenges

with Braille

grade Il as indicated

by majority

of them,

16(39.0%) and therefore this led to low ability of learners to read and write Braille grade II
English. These

results

logographic nature

agree with Dodd

of contracted

Conn

(2000)

findings

which

Braille differs with the development
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found

that the

of phonological

ess.Furthermore, other studies discovered that visual impairment seriously challenges
er who is in the process of learning a language and becoming literate. It has been
thatin the absence of vision, children may have more difficulties in understanding
Is

and the relationships between concepts as well as acquiring generalization about

e (Andersenand Dun, 1993).
headteachers were asked to share their views concerning Braille code challenges, they
rteda significant problem. One of the head teachers noted,
"The Braille machines are very difficult to handle and need a lot of patience and
consistence. We need more experts since the Braille has many contractions and
rules which must be followed carefully during the learning and teaching process.
Learners also face a lot of challenges since they have to use Braille as medium of
communication. rr
m thesefindings it is clear that Braille code based challenges are a major problem to
hrnerswith VI. The use of contraction prevents the possibility of auditory analysis and
aJIISequently
contributes to problems in syllabication, a problem most teachers encountered.
~addition
Thirlow et al., (2001) found that teachers oflearners with vision loss often teach a
aumber of skills including cane training and the use of technology such as computer with text

*' speech screen access software, and there is evidence that Braille instruction is not
prioritized.
Most teachers spend more time teaching about assistive devices other than
tachingBraille reading and writing, These assistive devices for instance magnifiers are
Uternative
to the difficulty of Braille code experienced by both teachers and learners. The
latter are under the influence of teachers who complain about "difficult Braille code. In
~dition,more studies revealed that Braille code challenges and difficulties are caused by
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nceptionsand have great influence on learning and writing English Braille grade

these misconceptionsabout Braille that has contributed to the decline in English grade
and'writingis the idea of reading Braille which is always slower and challenging
print whilesome studies suggest that Braille is more difficult than print and more
. g becauseof its 189 English Group Signs and letter combinations that may reduce
of Braillebooks by making it possible to put more Braille on a page instead of
eachword out letter by letter. Unreliable studies tend to be anecdotaL However,
arethosewho have found that Braille is an efficient and effective reading medium.
ore,the experience of Braille instructors shows that reading speed exceeding 200
per minuteis possible when learners have learned Braille at an early age (Danielson,
. Thisis an implication that Braille code based challenges have a significant influence
reading andwriting of English Braille grade II.
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CHAPTERFIVE: SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

chapterpresents conclusions and recommendations
conclusionsaccommodate

of the study based on the objectives.

the entire study. Recommendations

are the results of the gaps

theresearch areas and the solutions to the findings. Suggestions

for further research are

iaJinto this apt and significant subject matter. To begin with, conclusions are presented.

Summary of Findings
findings indicated that learners had a negative attitude as indicated by a mean of 2.8
which
was attributed to the many contractions

and rules used in Braille grade II. It also

anerged
that learners preferred Braille grade I to II as indicated by only 19.3% of them who
referredBraille grade II against the 80.7% who were comfortable
Finally,
there was a relationship

with Braille grade 1.

between Braille preference and score, which was significant

II 0.5, implying that learners who scored 50% and above had liking of Braille equipment

~hilethose who scored below 50% did not like it and were termed as having negative
attitude.

Theoverall results show that the school environment

did not favor learners' instruction

and

communicationin English Braille grade II as indicated by a mean of 2.7. In addition, it was
clearthat majority of the learners 90(66.7%)
!herewas scarcity of reading materials.

did not read books as expected, implying that

There was a also a positive significant

betweennumber of books read and performance,

correlation

with views from head teachers

interviewindicating that learners did not have a condusive learning environment

in an

due to lack

ofresources.

Theresults reveal a total deficiency

of competency

among the teachers teaching

English

Braillegrade II in special primary schools for learners with visual impairment as indicated by
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of2.3 which is low hence influence the learner acquisition of Braille grade IT skills.
findings
from interview schedule meant that teachers are enthusiastic

enough to teacher

gradeII since most of them are comfortable teaching Braille grade I.

ingBraille code complications,

it was clear from the findings that learners faced a lot

enges ,••.
ith Braille grade II, and therefore,
English in Braille grade II as indicated

this affected their ability to read and

by a low mean of 2.4. In addition, most

ershad challenges with Braille grade II as indicated by majority of them, 39.0% and
orethis led to low ability of learners to read and write Braille grade Il English. It was
clearthat most teachers spend more time teaching about assistive devices other than
ingBraille reading and writing.

(

onthe findings ofthe present research, the study made the following conclusions:

'tudeis a significant factor towards learner's acquisition of English Braille grade II skills
performance.Negative attitude has negative reputation towards learner's

ability to read

writeEnglish Braille grade II. As per the results, learners perform poorly due to negative
~ude. Therefore learners have a negative

attitude towards reading and writing English

Braille
Grade n in the selected special primary schools.

W\1ronment
based challenges are a key to determining learner's ability to respond positively
klskillacquisition. Poor environment which cannot accommodate
direct
cause of poor performance,

learners with disability is a

while inclusive or child friendly environment has a positive

IDIplication
towards better learning and the consequences

are good academic performance.

Thiscan be drawn from the current study findings, whereby the state of poor school setting
suchas poor planning, leading to lack of ramps and good pathways makes the environment
lDlcondusive
to learners with visual impairment to comprehend educational instructions.
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This

d be a significant cause to learner's inability to read and write English Braille grade II
cetheenvironment is unfriendly to learners with VI.

The thirdfactor is the teacher's
ormance.In fact, teacher's

competency;
competency

this has the ability to determine the learner's

can determine learner's

attitude towards English

Braille
grade H. Incompetent teachers have no ability to influence learners towards learning
~ishBraille grade II. Therefore, some teachers were not enthusiastic to teach Braille grade
nastheyare insecure of their own knowledge about it.

cannot be denied as factors that highly contribute

Braille
code based challenges

towards

er's inability to read and write English Braille grade II. Difficult rules for Braille grade
I couldbe attributed to the failure in English Braille grade II skill acquisition, which is not

only a problem to the learners, but teachers as well. It can be concluded that Braille grade II
11& challengeto

both learners and teachers due to its many rules and contractions.

5.3Recommendations
Based
on the study findings, a few recommendations

estudy highly recommends

were made:

that learners be introduced

to English Braille grade II, at an

early stageso as to create positive attitude towards the same.
The Ministry of Education

and other education

stakeholders

should

heavily

invest on

Inclusive
Education to achieve an ideal School for all round learning environment:
disability~friendlyenvironment;

adequate,

qualified

paramedics)
as well as the critical non-human

human

resource

(educators

thus; a
and the

resources like learning materials for learners

,ith visualimpairment.
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estudy further recommends that English Braille grade

n instructions

be given first priority

theschool timetable, so as to make it as equally important and reduce the challenge of
raillecode through allocating more Braille lessons on the time table.
dividualizedEducation Program should be made mandatory in the instruction of learners
'thlearning difficulties in Braille Code .
.4Suggestion for Further Studies
)Thestudy established that negative attitude of learners with VI had an influence on
earners'ability to read and write English Braille grade II. The study therefore suggests
er studies to be carried out on the causes of negative attitude among learners with VI
owardsBraille grade II.
ii), The study has not covered the impact of teaching and learning aids on the mastery of
EnglishBraille grade Il in special schools for learners with VI. This is a timely and
paramount
study to this field and should be taken into consideration.
nil, Teacher's competency goes hand in hand with the ability of learners to master reading
andwritingEnglish Braille grade Il, the study therefore suggests more studies to be carried
outonthe influence of teacher's competency on learner's ability to read and write English
Braille
grade II.
IV), finally, the study suggests further studies to be carried out on the complexity of the

Braille
code and its influence on learner's ability to master Braille skills.
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